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0. The aim of this paper is to announce several results concerning 
smoothing Hubert manifolds and some of their consequences for 
homeomorphisms. All manifolds are assumed to be Hausdorff, 
paracompact, and separable with local model the oo-dimensional 
separable Hubert space H. (All separable infinite dimensional 
Fréchet spaces are homeomorphic to H.) As usual, we denote by D™ 
the unit disc and by S°° the unit sphere in H. A pair (M, dM) is called 
a differentiable manifold with boundary if it has a C°°-differentiable 
structure with local model the Hubert half space HX [0, oo). The 
boundary dM, is the set of those points which are mapped onto 
HX{0} by some chart. It can be shown that dM is a differentiable 
manifold and is locally collared and thus collared in M. (See for in
stance, the existence of closed tubular neighborhoods [ll].) This 
definition is not adequate for topological manifolds with boundary, 
because by Klee [10], JEZ"X[0, oo) is homeomorphic to H. We thus 
define a topological manifold with boundary to be a pair (M, dM) 
such that (a) M and dM are topological manifolds, (b) dM is collared 
in M, or equivalently locally collared (according to M. Brown, 
Topology of Z-manifolds and related topics, edited by M. K. Fort, p. 
88). Our results are the following: 

THEOREM 0.1. Any homotopy equivalence of pairs fi(N, dN) 
—•(M, dM) between differentiable (topological) manifolds with boundary 
is homotopic to a diffeomorphism (homeomorphism) h of pairs; more
over, h/dN can be any diffeomorphism l\dN-*dM homotopic in dM to 
f/dN or any homeomorphism l:dN—>dM homotopic in M tof/âN. 

In the differentiable case this theorem is a consequence of [3] 
or [7]. In the topological case, since M and N are topological mani
folds with the same homotopy type, there exists a homeomor-
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phism g:N—>M. Both dM and g(dN) are Z-sets in M, and g/dN is 
homotopic to I. Therefore, by the Theorem 1.1 below, there is a 
homeomorphism k : N—>N such that k • g/dN = I. Set h = k • g. 

REMARK. Theorem 0.1 in the topological case is true for nonsepar-
able Hubert manifolds, as follows from some results of Henderson 
[9] and Cutler (Deficiency in F-manifolds, to appear). 

THEOREM 0.2. Any topological manifold with boundary is homeo-
morphic to a differentiable manifold with boundary. 

This follows by combining Theorem 0.1 with Proposition 1.2 below. 

THEOREM 0.3. Given M, a differentiable manifold, and h:M-*M, a 
homeomorphism, then there exists a diffeomorphism h':M-^>M topo-
logically isotopic to h. 

THEOREM 0.4. Two homotopic homeomorphisms of a topological 
manifold M are topologically isotopic.* 

The theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 0.3 and 
[3, Theorem 2.3]. 

REMARK. Theorem 0.3 should be considered simultaneously with 
the following result of D. Henderson [8] : "Any topological manifold is 
homeomorphic to an open set of if, consequently to a differentiable 
manifold." The proofs of Theorems 0.3 and 0.4 are obtained using the 
handle decomposition [3] and will be sketched in §2. To be able to 
work with topological handles, in the case of topological manifolds, 
we make use of the uniqueness of collars by an ambient isotopy, 
Theorem 1.3, and in special cases the uniqueness of closed tubular 
neighborhoods by an ambient isotopy (Theorem 1.5). In order to 
isotop homeomorphisms into diffeomorphisms we smooth handles, 
make use of Theorem 1.6 and also move closed topological sub-
manifolds with open interiors into differentiable ones by an ambient 
isotopy (Theorem 1.8); these theorems (1.3, 1.5, 1.6) use essentially 
Theorem 0.1 and also some other results listed in §1 as propositions. 

1. THEOREM 1.1 [l]. Let M and N be topological manifolds, K a closed 
subset of M and h:M—>N a homeomorphism. Suppose l:K—>N is a 
closed imbedding such that I is homotopic to h/K in Nt and l(K) and 

* ho, hi two homeomorphisms (diffeomorphisms) of M are isotopic iff there exists 
a homeomorphism (diffeomorphism) 3C:MXI-+MXI such that 3C(#, f)~(3Ct(%)> t) 
3Ct(x)EM, 3C/MX {0} =ft„ and 5C/MX {l} -fc . (Always I means [0, l].) 

4 A closed subset K C.M is called a Z-set in M iff for any nonempty homotopically 
trivial, open set U in M, U\K is a nonempty and homotopically trivial set in M. 
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h(K) are Z-sets4 in N. Then there exists an isotopy of homeomorphisms 
ht:M--*N, such that ho —h and hi extends L 

REMARK. This theorem has been extended in many cases to non-
separable Fréchet manifolds (Henderson [9] and Cutler (thesis, 
Cornell University)). 

PROPOSITION 1.2 [2]. Given a pair of countable CW-complexes 
(Ay B) (BCZ A), there exists a differentiable manifold with boundary 
(M, dM) and a homotopy equivalence of pairs h: (A, J3) —>(M, dM). 

THEOREM 1.3. Let (W, dW) be a topological manifold with boundary 
and let <f>i:dWX[0, l]—>W, be two closed collar neighborhoods (this 
means </>i\dWX {o} =id, Vi=<l>i(dWX[0, l ] ) are closed in W, and <j>i 
extend to open imbeddings fildWX [0, 00)—>W). Then for any open sett 

C O F i U F 2 , there exists an isotopy of homeomorphisms htl(Wt dW) 
->(W, dW) such that (i) A0 = id, (ii) ht/(W\U)VdW=id and ^ x = 0 2 . 

The proof is accomplished by first isotoping 0i to </>{ so that 
<t>{ (dWX [0, l])C<t>*(dWX [0,1]) and using Theorem 0.1 to show that 
fa(dWX [O, 1 ])\<i>[(dWX [0, 1 ]) is an appropriate topological product. 

REMARK. In the differentiable case we have a stronger analog of 
Theorem 1.3—see, for instance, the unicity of the closed tubular 
neighborhoods by an ambient isotopy [4]. 

PROPOSITION 1.4. Let h:(Dn X D°°,dDn X D")->(Dn X JO00, 
d(DnXD^)) be a homeomorphism such that h/dDnXD°° = id. There 
exists an isotopy of homeomorphisms ht:(D

nXDcc
t d(DnXD°°)) 

-»(DnX£>°°, d(DnXD™)), /G[0 , 1] such, that h0 = h, ht is a homeo
morphism of pairs with ht/d(DnXDco) — h and hi/L = id (where 
L= {(xty)eD-XD-\\\y\\Sh(\\x\\i+l)}). 

The proof uses Theorem 0.1 to obtain a homeomorphism g of 
DnXD°° such that g\L = id and g\DnXdD°° = h, and then uses 
Alexander's trick which allow us to construct an isotopy 

ht(D», dD»)-*^, dD«)ht/dD«> = id 

between two homeomorphisms 

hil(D«>f dD00)-*^00, dD^hi/dD" = id, i = 0 , 1 . 

THEOREM l.S. Let (M, dM) be a topological manifold with boundary. 
Let (Z>, dDn)-+(M, dM) be a closed imbedding such that i(Dn)C\dM = 
i(dDn), Q'C. Q, two open neighborhoods of dDn in Dn and (t>i\D

nXD<a 

—*M two closed tubular neighborhoods (closed imbeddings which extend 
to the open imbeddings $i:DnXH with fo1(dM)=DnXH). Suppose 
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<j>i/QXH=<j>2/QXH. Then for any open neighborhood U of 
<t>i((Dn/Q')XH)V<t>2((D

n/Q')XH) with Ur\dM=<t>, there exists an 
isotopy of homeomorphisms \l/t'.(M, dM)-*(Mt dM) such that 
(i)^o = id, (ii)xl/t/M\U = id, ( i i i)Mx =0 2 . 

REMARK. This theorem gives a weak version of the uniqueness of 
closed tubular neighborhoods by an ambient isotopy. In the differ
entiable case, a much stronger statement is proved in [4]. Theorem 
1.5 is still true in the nonseparable cases using results of Henderson 
and Cutler. The theorem is reduced to Proposition 1.4 by using 
Theorem 0.1. 

THEOREM 1.6. Let (K, dK) be a differentiable finite dimensional 
manifold with boundary, the disjoint union of at most a countable number 
of (Dn, dDn), and let (M, dM) be a differentiable manifold with bound
ary. Let Q'QQ'QQ be open neighborhoods of dK, and let <t>:{KXD™, 
dKXD^—^^M, dM) be a topological closed imbedding which extends to 
an open imbedding $\KXH-*M which is differentiable on QXH 
and for which <{rl(dM) = dKXH. Then there exists an isotopy of 
homeomorphisms ht:(M, dM)—*(M, dM) such that (i) &o = id, 
(ii) ht IM\</>(K\Q') XD») = id, (iii) hv<t>/K is Cw-differentiable. 

This theorem can be easily derived from Theorem 1.1 and the fact 
t h a t 0 / X X J O } can be approximated by a C°°-differentiable embed
ding $:KX {0}->ilf such that<£/<2'X {o} =<t> [3]. 

Let (M, dM) be a topological, respectively, differentiable, manifold 
with boundary consisting of the disjoint union of two manifolds 
do(M) and di(M). A topological, (respectively, differentiable) slicing 
submanifold is a topological bicollared closed submanifold N, (re
spectively, a 1-codimensional closed submanifold N) such that : (i) 
N C M\dM, (ii) N divides M in two manifolds with boundary 
(Mi, dMi), (M2, dM2) where dMi is the disjoint union of d0M and N 
and dM2 is the disjoint union of N and diM. 

PROPOSITION 1.7. Let (M, dM) be a differentiable manifold and N 
a topological slicing submanifold. Then there exists a homeomorphism 
h:(M, dM)-*(M, dM), h(dM)=id, such that h{N) is a differentiable 
slicing submanifold. 

THEOREM 1.8. Suppose (N, dN) is a closed topological submanifold 
with boundary of the differentiable manifold M such that dN is bicollared 
and N\dN is open. There exists a smooth collar neighborhood of (N, dN), 
namely, a closed differentiably imbedded submanifold (N', dN') with 
N'\dN' open, NCN'\dN', and (N\lnt (N), dN'\JdN) homeomorphic 
to (dNX[0, 1], diVX({0}Vj{l})) as pairs. 
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The proof uses the Proposition 1.7, and also the result of [5] 
(§9 corollary). 

2. We will make some comments concerning the proof of Theorems 
0.3 and 0.4. To prove Theorem 0.3, first choose a handle decomposi
tion (Ait dAi) of M. This always exists according to [3] Proposition 
1.2 and [8], [ô] and [12]. Inductively, suppose we have a homeo-
morphism hn: M—>M and an isotopy of homeomorphisms ht*M-+M, 
/E[w —1, n], such that (in)hn restricted to a collar neighborhood of 
-4wisadiffeomorphism, (iin)h(An+i)Z)(An)Dh(An) and (iiin)&*|-4»_i = 
ftn-i. We construct an isotopy ht, * £ [ w + l , n]t satisfying (i»+i) and 
(iiin+i) by applying Theorems 1.5 and 1.6. The isotopy can be im
proved to also satisfy (iw+i) by applying Theorem 1.8 and the unicity 
of collar neighborhoods in the differentiable case ([3], Remarks (1) 
and (2)). 

Theorem 0.4 follows according to [3 Theorem 2.3]. 
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